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INTRODUCTION

Introduction by the Editor
During the meeting of the Editorial Board, which took place in

involving disc displacements or inflammatory or degenerative joint

Edinburgh last June, we discussed the idea of publishing some in-

diseases. Ultimately, we hope that the considerations raised by the

vited “Critical Commentaries” on debated topics written by experts in

author will induce the reader to critically reconsider the concepts

the field. I am delighted to introduce the first “Critical Commentary”

of centric relation and optimal condylar position which are always

by Prof Charles Greene from the University of Illinois, Chicago (UIC)

debated in the orthodontic field.

on the “Functional Anatomy of the Temporomandibular Joint (TMJ).”
Prof. Greene is an academic who has been a member of orthodontic faculties 1986-1995 (Northwestern) and 2005-2018 (UIC).
He also is a clinician, practicing general dentistry at least half-time
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throughout his career. Even though he is not an orthodontist, he
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has thoroughly discussed with orthodontists the debated ques-
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tions regarding condylar position and TMJ function, and over the
years, he has published several papers and books on these top1-6

ics.

This paper is not addressed exclusively to orthodontists,
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although every effort has been made to mention how the main
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message could affect orthodontic thinking and practice. It is common that among orthodontists there is the belief that the mandibular condyle has some functional relationship to the glenoid fossa,
and many believe that the condyle should be located in a particular
position for good function. The author proposes a new perspective on this commonly believed assumption, based on a collection
of anatomic static and functional facts. Indeed, this is an anatomy
paper, in which the author incorporated over 50 years of his experience and scholarship in the study of the temporomandibular joint,
occlusion and TMDs. The UIC was the only university in the USA
during the second half of the 20th century to have a Department
of Oral Anatomy, completely separate from the general anatomy
department. Therefore, the author developed his expertize discussing and being in constant contact with anatomy professors
well known in the field. In this paper, the author will discuss and
formulate a different viewpoint about a particular functional anatomy issue involving the TMJ. This paper is deliberately limited to
discussion of normal joints in dentate people, with the assumption
that the disc is properly positioned; it is not discussing situations
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